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Ontario Soccer Introduction
This LTPD resource has been created for Districts, Academies, Clubs and coaches to follow a provincial coaching
curriculum that is physical literacy Ȭęȱȱ¢ȱȱŚȱȱŗŘǯȱ
The information within this document will allow members to create programs and coaching sessions that are
appropriate for the development stage of each player. By implementing the curriculum, along with good coaching
¢ǰȱ¢ȱ ȱęȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱǯȱȱ sessions will focus on player
development in a low stress, supportive, positive,
ȱęȱȱȱǯȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱ players will be excited to learn and be
anxious to return.
In general terms a curriculum consists of everything that promotes technical, personal, social and physical
development of the players. In addition to activity examples and sample session plans it includes approaches to
teaching and learning. The curriculum helps to remove the ‘guess work’ in choosing developmentally appropriate
content and enables coaches to work on their methodology and coaching style.

Coaching Philosophy
ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ¢ȱ¢ȱȱ ȱęȱȱȱǰȱ well thought out coaching philosophy.
We would strongly recommend
that coaches follow a “player centered” coaching philosophy. Player centered coaching allows the player to make
decisions within the practice session and/
ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱȱȱ ȱȦȱ¢ȱ to become assured decision-makers
during their session. As soccer is a game based on making numerous decisions it’s vitally important that the coach
allows the young player to practice and develop the decisions that they make. Initially many young players
decisions will be unsuccessful but only through support, time and patience, will our young players develop the
skill to make Ĵȱǯ

“To apply the future game philosophy we need coaches who can
develop environments in which players are encouraged to be
creative and expressive without the fear of failure.”

Sir Trevor Brooking

FA Director of Football Development
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Physical Literacy Complimentary Sports
ȱȱȱęȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ£ǰȱ and
the seven stages of LTPD are based on this concept.
ȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱǰȱȱ
and gymnastics are early specialisation sports while other
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ£ȱ
sports.
ȱȱȱȱȱ£ȱǰȱȱ¢ȱ
ȱ¢ȱ£ȱǻǯǯȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ŗŖȱ¢Ǽȱȱȱ£ȱȱȱ
ȱ¢ȱǰȱȱǰȱ¢ȱ

THE CANADIAN PHYSICAL
LITERACY FAB FIVE

Promoting full physical literacy by learning fundamental
movement skills and fundamental sports skills on land, in
the air, in water, on ice and on snow.
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burn out and inadequate development of movement
and sport skills.
ȱęȱȱȱȱǰȱȱǰȱȱ
and Learn to Train, encourages physical literacy for all
players, regardless of their abilities or disabilities. The
diagram below shows examples of sports and activities
ǻȱ¡Ǽȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ ȱȱ
physical literacy and soccer. Soccer volume can increase
but participation in other sports is important to all round
balanced athletic development.

COMPLIMENTARY ACTIVIES
FOR LEARNING TO TRAIN

Each category has a unique and collective impact on
all-around development and it is important that children
ages 4-12 sample activities from all three.

Four Corner Development Model
The Four Corner LTPD model consists of technical,
psychological, physical and social/emotional components.
ȱȱȱȱȱĚȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ¢Ȃȱ
development that has to be considered. The gradual
progressive development of players is fundamental to
ȱ¢ǰȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ
game. The Four Corner approach places the player at the
center of the development process with soccer experiences
that meet the four key needs of the player.

increasedȱęȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
the group. The key message to coaches is not to consider
any of the programme’s aspects in isolation.

ȱȱȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱ¢Ȃȱěȱ
ages and phases of maturity, the model provides a basic
framework for coaches to work within. In addition to the
four main components, there are a number of additional
‘contributions’ from a wide number of people, such as
parents, teachers, schools and local clubs. The model is
deliberately interlinked, which means that activity in any
one corner will produce a reaction throughout all aspects
of the model. For example, a practice technique may impact
physical balance and co-ordination while producing

A player’s performance in practice and matches can be
Ěȱ¢ȱȱ ȱǰȱ¢ȱȱȱ ȱ
need to be considered when forming an opinion of a
player’s progress and true ability: date of birth, relative to
the rest of the group; body types; adolescent growth spurt
in all the four corners; physical maturity; psychological
maturity; social maturity; previous experience; opposition;
position suitability; instructions given to the player; and
recent playing activity.

As the development pathway for each individual player is
unique and diverse, the needs of each player will ebb and
Ě ȱȱȱȱȱŚȱǯȱǰȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ
support for some players will be minimal, others will
ȱȱȱȱȱęȱǯȱ

The Four Corner development model is referenced throughout this resource using the colour codes found above in the diagram.
Tactical information is shown using white.
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TECHNICAL/TACTICAL:
Players improve by playing lots of soccer and being active in other complementary sports and activities. That said,
without a skilled mix of guidance, challenge, appropriate questioning, demonstration and teaching, it’s unlikely that
players will reach their true potential.

TIPS FOR TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT;
Use the coaching activity to challenge and develop players technically. Encourage players to try new skills.
Appropriate challenges may be set for the whole group or for individuals within the group. For example in a passing
practice some players may be challenged to play one-touch passes whenever they think it’s appropriate.
Ȋ When appropriate, practice activity should replicate the demands of the game, encouraging players to think and make
ȱȱȱ¢ȱ ȱȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȬȱȱ
the game without experiencing boredom.
Ȋ
Ȋ

PHYSICAL:
ȱȱȱěȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ¢ǰȱ
balance, coordination, and speed (ABC’S) are all essential qualities for players; between the ages of 4-12 young players
ȱȱȃ  ȱȱ¢ȄȱȱȱȱĴǯ
Addressing the state of physical literacy of children is one of the biggest challenges we currently face in society and
ȱȱȱȱȱęȱȱ¢ȱ¢ȱȱȱ¢ȱ¢ǯ

TIPS FOR PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT;
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȂȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱȱȱȱǯ
Through well-designed practice all coaching activities can include physical outcomes.
Ȋ A shooting practice may include a physical challenge which is realistic to the demands of the game. E.g. a defender
ȱȱĴȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱȱ ¢ȱȱ¢ȱ
working on turning, acceleration and deceleration as well as the technical elements of the exercise.
Ȋ Coaches working with young players should be aware of the key windows for physical development and which aspects
of a players development can be improved and when.
Ȋ Appropriate movement skills such as tag games and activities which develop agility, balance and coordination should
ȱȱȱ¢ȱǯ
Ȋ Don’t expect too much from young players too soon!
Ȋ
Ȋ
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PSYCHOLOGICAL/MENTAL:
ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱǰȱȱȱĚȱȱȱȯ
ȱȱȱȱȦȯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ǯȱȱȱȱ
ěȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ¢ǰȱȱȱȱȱȱ
than one way for players to learn the game.

TIPS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT;
Ȋ
Ȋ

Ȋ

Ȋ

Ȋ

ȱ ȱěȱȱȱȱ ȱěȱ¢ȱȱǯ

Visual (seeing): tactics boards, posters, diagrams, cue and prompt cards as well as arrangements of cones on the pitch
are some ways in which coaches can communicate with players visually.
Auditory (hearing): As well as speaking with the players and asking questions, coaches can encourage players to
discuss aspects of the game in pairs, small groups and also with the whole group. Through communication with others,
players can help solve game-related problems and learn more about the game.
Kinaesthetic (doing)Ǳȱ¢¢ȱȁ ȱȂȱȱȱȱ£Ȭȱȱȱȱȱ
help paint pictures in the mind of the players and contribute to the understanding of the game.
ȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȬȱȱ¢ȱĴȱȬȱȱȱ¢ȱ
solve. For example “in this passing practice try and turn with no-touches whenever possible; try and work out when
you will be able to do this and when you won’t”

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL:
Playing soccer can help children learn many life skills: cooperation, teamwork, communication and friendship are
ȱȱȱęȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱǯȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ¢ȱȱȱ
allowed a safe and supportive environment and given encouragement to learn the game.

TIPS FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT;
Ȋ

Ȋ

Ȋ

Coaches should strive to create a positive environment which is welcoming for players both during games and training.
 ȱ¢ȱȱ¢ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱȱȱ¢ȱ¢ǯ
ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱȱȱ ȱȱ¢ǯȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱȱȱęȱǯ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱęȱȱȱĚȱ ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
role-model you are. What are your values and beliefs and how is this demonstrated in your behaviour?
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ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱęȱǯȱ
The ability of a coach to establish a rapport with the players will accelerate the
ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱĚ¡ȱȱȱȱ
methods, changing to the need of the individual player.
COACHING METHODS
When planning a coaching session the coach should consider the most appropriate coaching method for the group of
players that they are working with and the outcome they wish to achieve.
The “coaching methods” table below outlines a range of approaches that can be used to meet players’ individual needs.
The use of coaching methods will vary due to the ever-changing process of coaching. Some of the key factors coaches
should consider when planning their coaching methods are;
Ȋ
Ȋ
Ȋ

The group of players/individual player the coach is working with
The intended outcome of the practice
The technical content of the practice

¢ȱȱȱěȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
requirement for a coach.
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General Player Characteristics of
Age Appropriate Development

FOR MORE DETAILED PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS SEE EACH DEVELOPMENT
STAGE’S INFORMATION PAGES

ONTARIO SOCCER
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“Creating coaching environments which
encourage young players to develop their
technique and skill, creativity and game
understanding is central to our age
appropriate coaching philosophy,
The Future Player
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Active Start Coaching Measures
When the young players are moving from the Active Start development stage and are ready to progress to the
Fundamentals stage the coach should have exposed them to and taught them in the following Technical, Physical,
Social and Psychological skills.
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FOUR CORNER DEVELOPMENT MODEL
The Four Corner LTPD model consists of technical, psychological, physical and
social/emotional components. Each corner of the model reflects a wide aspect of a
player’s development that has to be considered.
The gradual progressive
development of players is fundamental to the enjoyment, technical competency
and retention in the game. The Four Corner approach places the player at the center
of the development process with soccer experiences that meet the four key needs of
the player.
Although priorities will vary during the player’s different ages and phases of
maturity, the model provides a basic framework for coaches to work within. In
addition to the four main components, there are a number of additional ‘contributions’ from a wide number of people, such as parents, teachers,
schools and local clubs. The model is deliberately interlinked, which means
that activity in any one corner will produce a reaction throughout all aspects
of the model. For example, a practice on technique may impact physical
balance and co-ordination while producing increased confidence and
Technical
Psychological
enhanced social standing within the group. The key message to coaches is
not to consider any of the programme’s aspects in isolation.

Physical

Social/
Emotional

As the development pathway for each individual player is unique and
diverse, the needs of each player will ebb and flow in all of the four corners.
And, while the need for added support for some players will be minimal,
others will require much more applied and specific support.
The Four Corner development model is referenced through out this resource
using the colour codes found in the diagram to the left.

PSYCHOLOGICAL
Confidence
Being safe
Positive feedback/ reinforcement
FUN
Success
Basic decision making

TECHNICAL
Dribbling
Running with the ball
Touching the ball with different parts
of the foot
Shooting
Basic Catching skills

PHYSICAL
A,B,C’s
Change of direction
Change of speed
Hand – eye coordination
General movements
Jumping, Skipping, Rolling
Falling down, getting up

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL
Listening
Communicating
Celebrating
Peer interaction
FUN
Meeting new friends
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Creating an Inclusive environment for Grassroots players
The very thought of attending a trial puts fear into most of us adults. Think how you feel when you go
for a job interview. Can you imagine what a child feels? One of our guiding principles in Grassroots
Soccer is that there are opportunities for all. We want all children to be allowed access to
programs that they have decided that they want to join. During their Grassroots Soccer years, if
a child decides that they want to be a part of a development program and the family can meet
the added time, financial, travel and practice commitment, they should be allowed to. If
they want to be the best that they can be, then allow them to be that. Don’t deny children
opportunities to participate in programs.” Lets include as many children as possible in
our Development programs. They want skills, lets give them skills.

How?
When clubs are preparing the Grassroots age groups for the new season we should be
thinking of how we can develop as many players as possible. In the past clubs have held
tryouts where the best players get selected and the weaker players are not given the
opportunity. Instead of tryouts clubs should hold “Open development sessions” where
players and parents can attend to find out more information about the development
program. This gives all parties involved the opportunity to find out what is needed at the
development level and then the families can make the best decision for their child, rather than
the coach making the decision on a player based on ability, strength or size. Clubs now have the
ability to create game day rosters which will allow for more players to be involved.

What is a “Game day roster?”
At the development level of Grassroots soccer no longer does a club or team have to roster a specific player to a specific team.
Players are registered within the clubs development program as a development player. Clubs can fill as many game day rosters
as their resources will allow. This would include things such as coaches, facilities etc. Once a player is registered as a
development player they can be placed on different game day rosters each week (if the club has multiple game day rosters)
which will now allow for appropriate competition on a weekly basis. An example is below.

Club Age Group
Recreation
Program
e.g. Girls u10
105 players
Advertise
Development
Program
to all

Game
day
roster

Group
Practice
Preferred training
Model

Game
day
roster
Game
day
roster

Age Group
Open Roster
36 players
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What is a SSG or Small Sided Game?
A SSG or small sided game is any game that is played with less than 11v11. Any small sided game will always
have targets or goals. When playing a small sided game players will always have opposition. In Canada, u12 and
younger children play small sided games. The objective of small sided games is to apply a stair step approach to
develop children until they are old enough and physically mature to play the adult game of 11v11

U4 – U5
1v1

U6
3V3

U9 – U10
7V7

U7-U8
4V4
5V5

What are the benefits of small sided games?
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

More touches
More shots on goal
More saves by the goalkeeper
More 1v1 attacking
More 1v1 defending
Ball in play longer
Easy to organise
Spatially appropriate
Physically appropriate
Cognitively appropriate
Experience technical and tactical situations
Constant transition from attack to defence
Most importantly its FUN!!!
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U11-U12
9V9

U13 PLUS
11V11

TALENT SELECTION VS
TALENT IDENTIFICATION –
What’s the difference?

Talent selection is when coaches choose players on their current
abilities on what they can currently do on the field which will have
an impact on events that are taking place in the near future.
Talent identification is however not what the child can currently
do but is a prediction on what a child can do in the future. Both
are totally separate, talent selection will help you get results
today, while talent identification will help you build stronger
teams for the future once players reach the talented pathway.
In our old system where tryouts have taken place talent selection
has been promoted as coaches have had the “must win” attitude.
This attitude has come about due to the pressure that has been
placed on coaches by clubs and parents to win championships
and win promotion. Even in the majority of situations, where
coaches are volunteers, they have still been under pressure to
win to return the following year as the coach. So when it came to
tryouts, players that were selected were the bigger, stronger,
faster more athletic players, which will help coaches and teams
gain short term success. Players that did not match these criteria
were told “sorry you are not good enough and you need to work
on the following…” However they were not given the opportunity
to work on the following because they were not selected to the
program.
In the new grassroots system The OSA is recommending that no
tryouts take place and that “open development sessions” are
made available to any player who wishes to play at the
development level. Now we can build our player pool and
become talent identifiers. Players within the pool may not be the
elite athletes at the present moment but they do show high levels
of commitment, a high level of coachability, sensitivity to training
and the motivation and desire to learn and become better. Now
using the holistic approach and focusing on the four corners of
the child’s development, physiological, social, physical and
technical, we can strive to develop more athletes, better human
beings as well as better soccer players.

5

Talent identification also takes a long term approach to player
development, with the focus on training large numbers of
players, instead of cutting all but the elite athlete. This approach
now gives all children the opportunity to realise their potential
and release that potential when they feel the time is right.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The BSC would like to welcome all coaches to the Club House League Program for U4 – U5 Age
Group. These ages represent the ACTIVE START Stage in a player’s development as per Canada Soccer
and Ontario Soccer…. Long Term Player Development ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ;>dWͿ

The purpose of this manual is to assist coaches with their preparation for
the upcoming House League Season. This document is to be used as a
reference guide during the season.
Remember:

͞/ƚƐĂůůĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞWůĂǇĞƌƐ͟

hŶĚĞƌϰΖƐ

2. BRAMPTON SOCCER CLUB COACHING PHILOSOPHY

The Brampton Youth Soccer Club are firm believers in the Ontario Soccer’s Long Term Player
Development (LTPD) framework and as such, our approach to player development at this age
represents the beginning of the Physical Literacy Stream of a child’s soccer journey.
The Brampton Youth Soccer Club strives to make every child’s soccer experience a positive one. We
are here for the children and their development as soccer players – hopefully for life. We strongly
recommend that our coaches follow a Player-Centred coaching philosophy. Player centered
coaching allows the player to make decisions within the practice session and/or game.
We encourage each of you to empower your players to become assured decision-makers during
your sessions. As soccer is a game based on making decisions it’s important that you as the coach,
allow your players to practice and develop the decisions that they make. Initially, many young
players decisions will be unsuccessful but only through support, time and patience, will our young
players develop the skill to make better decisions.
At these early ages, success as a coach is not based on wins and loses and whether or not you win
the game, rather success is measured based on how many players return to enjoy the game the
following year and the new skills they acquire. In fact, the Brampton Youth Soccer Club does not
keep track of results at this age so if you find your team in a game where it is dominating the other
team please rotate your players more often to avoid a lopsided result.
We recommend that this philosophy as well as your own coaching philosophy be communicated to
the parents at the start of the season. We suggest that after your first practice, hold a parents
meeting and discuss your philosophy with the parents along with any goals you may have for the
season.
Remember we stress that as coaches of the U4-U5 age group that you endeavour to make every
practice and game – Fun

Based.

Typical Practice Plan Sessions
Stage 1 - Active Start
U4 - U6 Ages
(Some Sample Sessions Included)
Running with the Ball
1 v 1 Attacking
Shooting
Dribbling
Ball Mastery
1 v 1 Attacking
Dribbling
Ball Mastery
Small Sided Games
Practice / game day organization is one of the most important attributes of a successful coach.
This aspect can make or break a season in the eyes of the player and parent. A coach’s ability
to move through a well thought out and fun practice without players standing around is a very
important attribute at the U4 and U5 level. It reduces the amount of time young players have to
misbehave and lose focus.
To alleviate the stress for our Coaches, the BYSC have outlined below the breakdown of how a
typical practice should look at this age as well as an overview of the practice objectives.
We have incorporated some sample session plans for your consideration for the summer.
Finally, helpful questions to ask yourself when planning a practice session
1) Are the activities fun?
2) Are the activities organized?
3) Are all of the players involved in the activities?
4) Are the players having fun?
5) Are the spaces being used appropriate?
6) Is creativity and decision making being used?
7) Is the coach’s feedback appropriate?

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS>͘d͘W͘͘
Stage ϭ: ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚ
Uϰ to UϲŐĞƐ
(Sample Practice Plan)
Running with the Ball

Ontario Soccer evelopment

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
'ĞŶĞƌĂůDŽǀĞŵĞŶƚͲůǀĞƐĂŶĚtŝǌĂƌĚ

dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲ ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚͬǁŝƚŚŽƵƚƚŚĞďĂůů
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
:ƵŵƉŝŶŐ
ǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ
^ůŽǁŝŶŐĚŽǁŶ͕ƐƉĞĞĚŝŶŐƵƉ
&ƵŶ
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

^ŽĐŝĂů
WĞĞƌŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶͲ ĂƚĐŚƚŚĞƌŽďďĞƌ͊

dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ǇĞʹ ĨŽŽƚĐŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
>ŽƚƐŽĨƚŽƵĐŚĞƐŽŶƚŚĞďĂůů
ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƉĂƌƚƐŽĨƚŚĞĨŽŽƚ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ
ƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
ǇĞͲŚĂŶĚ
ĐŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
WĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞďĂůů͕
WĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞĨŽŽƚ
^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŽĐĐĞƌƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞͲ WĂƐƐŝŶŐ
dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲ ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗

>ŽƚƐŽĨƚŽƵĐŚĞƐŽŶƚŚĞďĂůů
hƐŝŶŐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ
&hE͊

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ
ƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&ƵŶ
WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
^ƉĞĞĚ
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
WĂƐƐŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
^ŽĐŝĂů
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ
&ƵŶ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŵĂůůƐŝĚĞĚŐĂŵĞʹ ϭǀϭƚŽĂďĂůů
dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ϭǀϭ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨƐƉĞĞĚ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
/ŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
WĂƐƐŝŶŐ
&ƵŶ
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
&ƵŶ
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
WĂƐƐŝŶŐ
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ϭǀϭ
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
^ƉĞĞĚ
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

^ŽĐŝĂů
WĞĞƌŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ
&ƵŶ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS>͘d͘W͘͘
Stage ϭ: ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚ
Uϰ to UϲŐĞƐ
(Sample Practice Plan)
1 v 1 Attacking

Ontario Soccer evelopment

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
'ĞŶĞƌĂůDŽǀĞŵĞŶƚʹ dŚĞ'ŽůĚĞŶŐŐ

dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲ ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚͬǁŝƚŚŽƵƚƚŚĞďĂůů
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ
^ůŽǁŝŶŐĚŽǁŶ͕ƐƉĞĞĚŝŶŐƵƉ
&ƵŶ
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

^ŽĐŝĂů
WĞĞƌŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶʹ DƵĚDŽŶƐƚĞƌƐ
dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
DŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ
dĞĂŵǁŽƌŬ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ
ƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
DŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
WĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞďĂůů͕
WĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞĨŽŽƚ
^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ
dĞĂŵǁŽƌŬ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŽĐĐĞƌƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞʹ ϭǀϭƚŽŐŽĂů
dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲ ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗

>ŽƚƐŽĨƚŽƵĐŚĞƐŽŶƚŚĞďĂůů
^ĐŽƌŝŶŐͬƐƚŽƉƉŝŶŐŐŽĂůƐ
hƐŝŶŐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
WŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ
ƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&ƵŶ
WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
^ƉĞĞĚ
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ϭǀϭĂƚƚĂĐŬͬĚĞĨĞŶĚ
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ
'ŽĂůŬĞĞƉŝŶŐ
^ŽĐŝĂů
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ
&ƵŶ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϮ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŵĂůůƐŝĚĞĚŐĂŵĞʹ ϭǀϭƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŐĂƚĞƐ
dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘ϲͲϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ϭǀϭ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨƐƉĞĞĚ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
/ŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
WĂƐƐŝŶŐ
&ƵŶ
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
&ƵŶ
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ϭǀϭ
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
^ƉĞĞĚ
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

^ŽĐŝĂů
WĞĞƌŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ
&ƵŶ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ'ƌĂƐƐƌŽŽƚƐĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS>͘d͘W͘͘
Stage ϭ: ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚ
Uϰ to UϲŐĞƐ
(Sample Practice Plan)
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

Ontario Soccer evelopment

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϲ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
'ĞŶĞƌĂůŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚʹ ƐƐĂƵůƚĐŽƵƌƐĞ
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hE

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨ^ƉĞĞĚ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϲ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŽĐĐĞƌdĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞʹ ,ŽǁŵĂŶǇ'K>^ĐĂŶǇŽƵƐĐŽƌĞ͍
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƉĂƌƚƐŽĨƚŚĞĨŽŽƚ
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŽŵƉĞƚŝƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hE

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨ^ƉĞĞĚ

^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϭϲ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŽĐĐĞƌdĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞʹ ϭǀϭ͕ŚŝůĚǀƐWĂƌĞŶƚ
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
/ŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hEǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ
ƉĂƌĞŶƚƐ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů

͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶͲ tĞĞŬϭϲ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŵĂůůƐŝĚĞĚŐĂŵĞʹ ϭǀϭƚŽŐŽĂů
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
/ŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hE

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ϳ

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS L.T.P.D.
Stage 1: Active Start
U4 to U6 Ages
(Sample Practice Plan)
Dribbling

Ontario Soccer Development

Active Start

Station A
Physical Literacy – Pilot

#5*B.;<*;.95*,.-27=1.*;.*@2=1*+*55.*,187.<
*;.<,*==.;.-;*7-865B*,;8<<=1.95*B270*;.*=1*=
5884524.0*=.<





*556*<=.;B
$>77270@2=1=1.+*55
;2++5270

87/2-.7,.
@*;.7.<<
'!





#;8+5.6%85?270
866>72,*=270

0252=B
*5*7,.
88;-27*=287
1*70.8/%9..-
1*70.8/2;.,=287


&1.#258=<=..;=1.2;95*7.+*5527=1.95*B270*;.*
#5*B.;<-8=1./8558@270#258=@255-8+8A=8>,1.<87
=1.+*55@2=1=1.27<2-.8/=1./..=@12,16.*7<=1.B
*;.87=1.;>7@*B9;.9*;270/8;=*4.8//8;=*4.8//
95*B.;@255-8 =8.=*9< 189<*7-*3>69=852/=
95*7.*7-=1.7-;2++5.=1;8>010*=.<@12,16.*7<
=1.B*;.78@/5B270=1.2;95*7.&85*7-95*7.9*<<
=1.+*55/8;@*;-*7-,;*@5=82=$.9.*=









6*027*=287<*/.=B*7-'!


!


 27>=.<




A

6

2-B8>478@=1*==1.4.B@27-8@/8;5.*;7270#1B<2,*52=.;*,B2<+.=@..7=1.*0.<8/ B.*;<85-&1./8,><*==1.,=2?.%=*;=*0.0;8>9<2<,.7=;.-*;8>7-
=1.-.?.5896.7=8/>7-*6.7=*5 8?.6.7=%4255<;*=1.;=1*7<98;=<<4255<

Active Start

Station B
Small Sided Game – 2v2 & 2 Goals (Parent & Child v Parent & Child)

";0*72C.95*B.;<27=8 ? @2=1 08*5<87.*,1<2-.
 95*B.;*7-*9*;.7=?< 95*B.;*7-*9*;.7=
0>*;-2*7












;2++5270
8=<8/=8>,1.<
*556*<=.;B

87/2-.7,.
.270<*/.
$.*,=287<
'!




125-*7-9*;.7= 0>*;-2*795*B* ? 0*6.@2=1 
08*5<=8<,8;.87/=1.+*5508.<8>=8/=1./2.5-
=*4.=1.,58<.<=+*55=84..9=1.0*6.68?270
#*;.7=< 0>*;-2*7<18>5-1.59=1.,125-;.7*<6>,1
*<98<<2+5.
















;..#5*B*7-'!






889.;*=287
866>72,*=270
%8,2*5

0252=B
*5*7,.
88;-27*=287
1*70.8/2;.,=287


!


 27>=.<




6A

6

70*0.=1.9*;.7=<=1;8>018>==1.<.<<287&12<,*71.59@2=1=1.8;0*72C*=287+>=68;.2698;=*7=5B,;.*=.<=1*=+*,4B*;-/..5270+.=@..79*;.7=
*7-,125-

Active Start

Station C
Analytical – Indy 500

*,195*B.;1*<*+*55*7-<=*;=<27=1.0*;*0.@12,1
2<<6*55.;*;.*@1.;.;.-95*B.;<*;.<18@7*;0.;
,87.0;2-2< A <6*55.;,87.0;2-A*7-0*;*0.
A







#;8+5.6%85?270
866>72,*=270
'!

0252=B
*5*7,.
88;-27*=287
1*70.8/%9..-
1*70.8/2;.,=287
'!














87/2-.7,.
@*;.7.<<
'!





'!,;.*=2?2=B*7-,.5.+;*=270

!

*556*<=.;B
$>77270@2=1=1.+*55
;2++5270
'!












#5*B.;<-;2?.=1.2;+*55*;8>7-=1.<8,,.;;*,.=;*,4
8*,1,*7*<4/8;*,1*70.8/<9..--2;.,=287
<=899270$.-5201=<=89).558@5201=08<58@;..7
5201=-;2++5.=1.+*55*?82-8=1.;<><.*18;77.*;
8=1.;<+..9+..9$.?.;<.-;*0+*55+*,4<85.8/
/88=87=1.=898/=1.+*55*7-9><1+*,4@*;-<=8/255
>9=1.0*<=*746><=08=80*;*0.*7--8+8A
=8>,1.<@2=1=1.27<2-./88==26.<







 27>=.<

6A 68>=<2-.0;26A627<2-.0;2*;*0. 6A6

,=2?.%=*;=95*B.;<*;.?.;B.08,.7=;2,*7-@8;4270@2=18=1.;<2<*7*+<=;*,=,87,.9=87=*<4=1.6=8<1*;.=1.+*5502?.=1.6*=8B.*,1

Active Start

Station D
Small Sided Game – 1v1 (Child vs Parent)




? ,125-?<9*;.7=*;.95*,.-87=8* A /2.5-
@2=1 08*587.*,1.7-*,195*B.;<=*;=<@2=1*
<8,,.;+*55"7,.*95*B.;1*<<,8;.-02?.=1.6
*78=1.;+*55=8*?82-+.27012=@125.,855.,=270*+*55
/;86*08*5


*,195*B.;95*B<*<*727-2?2->*5*7-,*7<,8;.87
=1.8998<2=.08*5"7,.*95*B.;<,8;.<=1.B0.=
*78=1.;+*55*7-<,8;.27=1.8=1.;08*5


 27>=.<



*556*<=.;B
$>77270@2=1=1.+*55
;2++5270
'!

87/2-.7,.
@*;.7.<<
'!





#;8+5.6%85?270
866>72,*=270
'!

0252=B
*5*7,.
88;-27*=287
1*70.8/%9..-
'!

2%',

>7,;.*=2?2=B*7-,.5.+;*=270

!












6A 6

''95*B.;<1*?.*<18;=*==.7=287<9*7=1.;./8;.2=<2698;=*7=@.=*258;8>;9;*,=2,.<*,,8;-2705B%18;=.;*,=2?2=2.<5*<=270627>=.<*;.;.,866.7-.-

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS>͘d͘W͘͘
Stage ϭ: ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚ
Uϰ to UϲŐĞƐ
(Sample Practice Plan)
Ball Mastery

Ontario Soccer evelopment

Active Start
Activity
Show me you can!

 





>.:A84*A.:1*;*+*44 $*:.6<;*:.76<1.7=<;2-.7/
<1.*:.*?2<1*+*44<7*447?<1.2:,124-<73..884*A260
?2<1*6.?+*4426,*;.<1.+*44:744;*?*A

*445*;<.:A
:2++4260

=6
76/2-.6,.
?*:.6.;;
:.*<2>2<A




7*,18:.;.6<;-2//.:.6<,1*44.60.;<7<1.84*A.:; 
. 0 E&17?5.A7=,*6GGF
 7=6,.<1.+*44*6-,*<,12<
 7*/20=:.?2<1<1.+*44+.<?..6A7=:4.0;
 %744<1.+*44<1:7=01A7=:4.0;
 '1:7?*6-,*<,1?2<1<?71*6-;
 '1:7?*6-,*<,1?2<176.1*6 %=6?2<1<1.+*44=;260A7=:/..<
 7*;=8.:1.:7;<*6,.76A7=:+*44







:.*<260*;*/..6>2:765.6<-.,2;2765*3260
*6-87;2<2>.:.26/7:,.5.6<


"




$:7+4.5&74>260
2;<.6260
755=62,*<276







!26=<.;

 5@ 5

,<2>.&<*:<84*A.:;*:.>.:A.07,.6<:2,*6-?7:3260?2<17<1.:;2;*6*+;<:*,<,76,.8< 76<*;3<1.5<7;1*:.<1.+*4402>.<1.5*<7A.*,1


0242<A
*4*6,.
7 7:-26*<276
1*60.7/&8..-
1*60.7/2:.,<276

Active Start
Small Sided Game
Backyard Soccer

 
#:0*62B.84*A.:;26<7>
 84*A.:*6-*8*:.6<>; 84*A.:*6-*8*:.6<
0=*:-2*6





:2++4260
*445*;<.:A

=6
&*/.<A
76/2-.6,.
:.*<2>2<A








124-*6-8*:.6< 0=*:-2*684*A*>0*5. /<1.
+*4407.;7=<7/<1./2.4-<*3.<1.,47;.;<+*44<73..8
<1.0*5.57>260 $*:.6<; 0=*:-2*6;17=4-1.48<1.
,124-:.6*;5=,1*;87;;2+4. 









:..$4*A*6-("




"


!26=<.;







$:7+4.5&74>260
.4.+:*<276

0242<A
*4*6,.
7 7:-26*<276
1*60.7/2:.,<276
1*60.7/&8..-


5@

5

60*0.<1.8*:.6<;<1:7=017=<<1.;.;;276 '12;,*61.48?2<1<1.7:0*62B*<276+=<57:.2587:<*6<4A,:.*<.;<1*<+*,3A*:-/..4260+.<?..68*:.6<
*6-,124- 

Active Start

Activity
Finding Nemo & Dory
 
$4*A.:;*6-8*:.6< 0=*:-2*61*>.*+*44.*,1*6-*:.
84*,.-26<1.0:2-?2<1,76.;;8:.*-7=<:*6-754A
*,:7;;<1.*:.* 
'2.*367<26*67:*60.7:+4=.+2+ 
;384*A.:;<76*5./*57=;/2;1.; '1.A?24457;<
423.4A,75.=8?2<1".57*6-7:A 6<:7-=,.<1.
+2+;*;".577:7:A*6-*;3<1.84*A.:;<7,47;.
<1.2:.A.; 2-.<1.+2+;=6-.:;.8*:*<.,76.;





=6
76/2-.6,.
?*:.6.;;









5*026*<276,:.*<2>2<A*6-,.4.+:*<260

6<:7-=,.*84*A.:*;*-./.6-.:,*44.-:=,.<1.
&1*:3?171*;<7,1*;.<1./2;1*?*A

*445*;<.:A
:2++4260











$4*A.:;5=;<;?25:7=6-<1.7,.*6-:2++4260<1.2:
+*44*6-;17=<".57?1.:.*:.A7=F$4*A.:;4773
=6-.:<1.:7,3;,76.;76<1.;.*+.- '1./2:;<
84*A.:<7/26-".57=6-.:<1.,76.;?26; ;3
84*A.:;<7-7*-2//.:.6<>*:2*<2767/*81A;2,*4
42<.:*,A57>.<7.<*8;1788260.<,%.8.*<?2<17:A
*6-<1.6;.*:,1/7:+7<1*<<1.;*5.<25. 







!26=<.;

 5@ 5

$:7+4.5&74>260
755=62,*<276
.4.+:*<260

0242<A
*4*6,.
7 7:-26*<276
1*60.7/&8..-
1*60.7/2:.,<276

( (84*A.:;1*>.*;17:<*<<.6<276;8*6<1.:./7:.2<;2587:<*6<?.<*247:7=:8:*,<2,.;*,,7:-2604A &17:<.:*,<2>2<2.;4*;<260 526=<.;*:.:.,755.6-.-

Active Start
Small Sided Game
Tom & Jerry

 
$4*A.:;26?12<.1*>.*+*44*6-;<*:<26/:76<7/<1.
07*4<1.A*:.-./.6-260 $*:.6<; 0=*:-2*6;;<*:<26
/:76<7/<1.7887;2<..6-?2<17=<*+*44






:2++4260
*445*;<.:A

=6
&*/.<A
76/2-.6,.
:.*<2>2<A






:.*<260*;*/..6>2:765.6<87;2<2>.:.26/7:,.5.6<
*447?260<1.84*A.:;<7+.,:.*<2>.*6-5*3.
-.,2;276; 6>74>260<1.8*:.6<;*6--.576;<:*<276
7/<1.*,<2>2<A





!26=<.;







.::A?2440.<<1.,1..;.*6-8=<2<26<1.174.<1.
07*4*6-'75<1.8*:.6<?244<:A260<7;<.*4<1.+*44
*6-8=<2<+*,326.::AD;17=;. '1.0*5.2;
,76<26=7=; 

"




5@

5

1.,37=<<1.?174.,<2>.&<*:<:*;;:77<;=::2,=4=5*<1<<8 ??? 76<*:27;7,,.: 6.< 0:*;;:77<;





$:7+4.5&74>260
.4.+:*<276

0242<A
*4*6,.
7 7:-26*<276
1*60.7/2:.,<276
1*60.7/&8..-

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS>͘d͘W͘͘
Stage ϭ: ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚ
Uϰ to UϲŐĞƐ
(Sample Practice Plan)
1 v 1 Attacking

Ontario Soccer evelopment

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮϵ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
'ĞŶĞƌĂůŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚʹ ĂŶǇŽƵĐĂƚĐŚŵĞ͍
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
ŽŵƉĞƚŝƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů

ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hE
WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨ^ƉĞĞĚ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

ϰ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮϵ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŽĐĐĞƌdĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞʹ ĂŶǇŽƵĐĂƚĐŚŵĞǁŝƚŚĂďĂůů͍
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƉĂƌƚƐŽĨƚŚĞĨŽŽƚ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŽŵƉĞƚŝƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hE

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ĞĂƚŝŶŐĂƉůĂǇĞƌ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů
͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨ^ƉĞĞĚ

^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶʹ tĞĞŬϮϵ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŽĐĐĞƌdĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞʹ ϭǀϭĂůůǇ͘
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
/ŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊
WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
^ŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ
ĞĨĞŶĚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů

͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ

ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ
ϲ

ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶͲ tĞĞŬϮϵ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
^ŵĂůůƐŝĚĞĚŐĂŵĞʹ ϭǀϭƚŽŐĂƚĞƐ
dŝŵĞ&ƌĂŵĞ͘ϴŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ŐŝůŝƚǇ͕ĂůĂŶĐĞ͕ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
/ŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
&hE͊

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
ŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ĞŝŶŐƐĂĨĞ
&hE

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů
ƌŝďďůŝŶŐ
ZƵŶŶŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďĂůů
ĚĞĨĞŶĚŝŶŐ

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů
>ŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ
ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ
ĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŶŐ

͕͕͛Ɛ
ŚĂŶŐĞŽĨŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ϳ

Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS L.T.P.D.
Stage 1: Active Start
U4 to U6 Ages
(Sample Practice Plan)
Dribbling

Ontario Soccer Development

Active Start

Station A
Physical Literacy - Pirates




"3(@,9:(9,73(*,+05;/,(9,(>0;/()(33,(*/ 65,:
(9,:*(;;,9,+9(5+643@(*96::;/,73(@05.(9,( :2
(73(@,9>/(;560:,("09(;,4(2,:690-;/,@256>
(5@-(46<:"09(;,:(7;(0566265.6/5$03=,9
(*2$7(996>


%/,"09(;,::;,,9;/,09:/07)(33(96<5+;/,:,(
73(@05.(9,("3(@,9:+6;/,-6336>05. 304);/,
4(:; ;6,;(7:$;965.>05+:)6?,:;6<*/,:6-
;/,)(33>0;/;/,05:0+,6-;/,-,,; '(32;/,73(52
/67:(5+(1<47 #,=,9:,+9(.)(*2:63,6-;/,-66;
65;/,;676-;/,)(33(5+7<:/)(*2>(9+:$*9<);/,
+,*27(::;/,)(33-69>(9+(5+*9(>3;60;



65-0+,5*,
>(9,5,::



 

"96)3,4$63=05.
644<50*(;05.




05<;,:



(334(:;,9@
#<5505.>0;/;/,)(33
90))305.



4(.05(;065:(-,;@(5+& 



 











.030;@
(3(5*,
669+05(;065
/(5.,6-$7,,+
/(5.,6-09,*;065


?

4

0+@6<256>;/(;;/,2,@>05+6>-693,(9505."/@:0*(30;,9(*@0:),;>,,5;/,(.,:6-@,(9:63+%/,-6*<:(;;/,*;0=,$;(9;(.,.96<7:0:*,5;9,+(96<5+
;/,+,=,3674,5;6-<5+(4,5;(36=,4,5;$2033:9(;/,9;/(5:769;::2033:

Active Start

Station B
Small Sided Game – 2v2 (Parent & Child v Parent & Child)

!9.(50A,73(@,9:05;6 = 
 73(@,9(5+(7(9,5;=: 73(@,9(5+(7(9,5;
.<(9+0(5





90))305.
6;:6-;6<*/,:
(334(:;,9@

65-0+,5*,
,05.:(-,
#,(*;065:



 









9,,"3(@(5+& 

667,9(;065
644<50*(;05.
& 
$6*0(3





 



/03+(5+7(9,5; .<(9+0(573(@( = .(4, -;/,
)(33.6,:6<;6-;/,-0,3+;(2,;/,*36:,:;)(33;62,,7
;/,.(4,46=05. "(9,5;: .<(9+0(5:/6<3+/,37;/,
*/03+9,5(:4<*/(:76::0)3, 









05<;,:

4? 4

.030;@
(3(5*,
669+05(;065
/(5.,6-09,*;065

5.(.,;/,7(9,5;:;/96<./6<;;/,:,::065 %/0:*(5/,37>0;/;/,69.(50A(;065)<;469,04769;(5;3@*9,(;,:;/(;)(*2@(9+-,,305.),;>,,57(9,5;
(5+*/03+ 

Active Start

Station C
Small Sided Game – Pirates and Lifeguards




73(@,9:(9,73(*,+05:0+,;/,*09*3,>0;/6<;()(33 
73(@,9:(9,73(*,+ 4,;9,:(>(@-964;/,*09*3,
>0;/)(33 "(9,5;:(9,65;/,6<;:0+,(5+/(=,()(33
*36:,


%/,"09(;,:3(*24<:;7<;;/,09;9,(:<9,)(3365
;/,),(*/)@+90))305.65;60; %/,30-,.<(9+:#,+
/(=,;6+,-,5+;/,),(*/ -(70,*,6-;9,(:<9,3(5+:
65;/,),(*/;/,30-,.<(9+:4<:;20*20;(>(@ "3(@
-69;>6405<;,:),-69,:>(7705. %,33;/,73(@,9:56;
;6>699@0-;/,09)(330:20*2,+(>(@0;B:7(9;6-;/,
.(4, :273(@,9:(5+7(9,5;:;6*6<5;/6>4(5@
;04,:;/,+,30=,9 *3,(9



 

(334(:;,9@
#<5505.>0;/;/,)(33
90))305.

65-0+,5*,
>(9,5,::



 








"96)3,4$63=05.
644<50*(;05.

4(.05(;065*9,(;0=0;@(5+*,3,)9(;05.











05<;,:

4+0(4,;,9

*;0=,$;(9;73(@,9:(9,=,9@,.6*,5;90*(5+>69205.>0;/6;/,9:0:(5():;9(*;*65*,7; 65;(:2;/,4;6:/(9,;/,)(33.0=,;/,4(;6@,(*/

.030;@
(3(5*,
669+05(;065
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Active Start

Station D
Small Sided Game – 3v3 (As individuals)
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Brampton Soccer Club
GRASSROOTS>͘d͘W͘͘
Stage ϭ: ĐƚŝǀĞ^ƚĂƌƚ
Uϰ to UϲŐĞƐ
(Sample Practice Plan)
Ball Mastery

Ontario Soccer evelopment

Organization

Technical

Parent
P
Pa
are
rent

20 x 20 m. 8 groups of 1 player (pirates). Treasures-10
balls (Golden Balls), 10 orange cones (Bracelets), 10 blue
cones (necklace), 10 yellow cones (rings) Parent is in
black, player in white.

Confidence
Awareness
Decision Making

Procedure
Each pirate with parent assistance will collect one
treasure item from the center and bring back to their
own treasure case, then gather another treasure item
from the center, however pirate may not collect the
same consecutive treasure item. Once all treasure items
are cleared off the center, each pirate will count how
many Golden balls they collected, Bracelets, Necklace
and Rings. Coach will encourage pirates to use different
movements towards collecting the treasure e.g. hopping
on right foot towards the center and back, run forwards,
backwards, skipping etc.

20

Pare
en
ntt
Parent

Co
C
ach
Coach

Parent
ntt

20

Emphasis
Imagination, safety and FUN!

Progression

Top Tip

Psychological

Timing

Area

8 Minutes

20 x 20 m

Provide stimulating activities that promote physical literacy.

Social

Physical

Problem Solving
Communicating
FUN

Agility
Balance
Co-ordination
Change of Speed
Change of Direction

Organization
15 x 15 m. Organize players into 2v2 with 2 goals on
each side, (1 player and a parent vs 1 player and a
parent/guardian)
Parent
P
arrent

Procedure

Psychological

Dribbling
Running with the ball
Lots of touches
Ball mastery

Confidence
Being safe
Reactions
Decision Making

Social

Physical

Cooperation
Communicating
Social
FUN

Agility
Balance
Co-ordination
Change of Direction

1
15

Child and parent/guardian play a 2v2 game with 2 goals
to score on. If the ball goes out of the field, use the
closest ball to keep the game moving. Parents /
guardian should help their children as much as possible.

Ch
hilild
Child

Child
Chil
Ch
ild
d

Emphasis

Parent
Pare
Pa
ent
nt

Free Play and FUN!

Progression
N/A

Technical

Timing

Area

8 Minutes

15 x 15 m

Top Tip Remember that children do not mean to make mistakes, we should make mistakes as a necessary part of learning.

Organization

Parent
P
Pa
are
rent
ntt

20 x 20 m. 8 groups of 1 player. 12-15 cones place
inside playing field. (1 player in white and 1 parent in
red)

Procedure
Player (mouse) will dribble with the ball across the
playing field. The cones are mouse traps, so player
(mouse) must avoid touching the mouse trap with the
ball while also avoiding the other mouse on the field. If
mouse hits the cone, then mouse must do 3 jumping
jacks on the spot then continue on.

Ball mastery
Running with the ball
Dribbling

Confidence
Awareness
Decision Making

Social

Physical

Problem Solving
Communicating
FUN

Agility
Balance
Co-ordination
Change of Speed
Change of Direction

Co
oach
Coach

Emphasis
FUN, creativity and celebrating!
Pa
P
arre
e
ent
nt
Parent

Top Tip

Psychological

P
Pa
arre
ent
nt
Parent

8

Progression

Technical

Timing

Area

8 Minutes

20 x 20 m

Organize your practice to have all the children active, all the time.

Organization
20 x 20 m. 1v1 (child vs parent) are placed on to a field
with 1 goal on each end. Can adjust dimensions based
on players available. Can have 5 players and 5 parents in
20 x 20 m

Parent
Pare
Pa
rent
nt
Parent

Technical

Psychological

Ball mastery
Running with the ball
Dribbling

Confidence
Awareness
Decision Making

Social

Physical

Problem Solving
Communicating
FUN

Agility
Balance
Co-ordination
Change of Speed

Coach

2
20

Procedure
Each player starts with a soccer ball. Once a player has
scored, give player another ball to avoid being hit while
collecting a ball from a goal. Each player plays as an
individual.

Emphasis
Fun, creativity and celebrating!
15
15

Progression
N/A

Top Tip

Timing

Area

8 Minutes

20 m x 20 m

A parent or guardian should join in to supervise and play with their child

Active Start
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ
'ĞŶĞƌĂůDŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ
dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘8ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌDĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů

Active Start
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶB
'ĞŶĞƌĂůDŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ

dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘8ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů

Active Start
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶC
'ĞŶĞƌĂůDŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ

dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘8ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů

Active Start
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƉůĂŶ
^ƚĂƚŝŽŶD
'ĞŶĞƌĂůDŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ

dŝŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘8ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ͗

KŶƚĂƌŝŽ^ŽĐĐĞƌWůĂǇĞƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

WƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů

dĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů

WŚǇƐŝĐĂů

^ŽĐŝĂů
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CANADA SOCC Y
BELIEVES EVERVES
PLAYER DESERIBLE
THE BEST POSS
SOCCER
EXPERIENCE.
Whether they dream of playing for
Canada’s National Teams or simply
want to have fun with their friends,
taking the right approach to the
game when children are young sets
the stage for a lifetime of enjoyment.
The Canada Soccer Pathway provides a roadmap
for players of all ages and aspirations who want
to play soccer at the recreational, competitive or
high performance EXCEL levels, with the aim of
encouraging lifelong participation. The Pathway
is built around the principles of Long-Term Player
Development (LTPD).

For players under the age of 12, many of whom are
lacing up cleats for the ﬁrst time, the goal of this
approach is simple:

GET KIDS TO FALL IN
LOVE WITH THE GAME.

STAGE ONE:

ACTIVE START
(U-4/U-6 M/F)

Gives the youngest
players the
opportunity
to develop basic
movement skills
like running,
jumping, landing,
kicking, throwing,
and catching in a
fun setting built
around informal
play and positive
reinforcement.

ROLE OF THE COACH

THE ROLE OF

THE COACH
Teacher. Mentor. Role model.
Cheerleader. Parent.
Occasional disciplinarian.
Soccer coaches wear many different hats,
particularly when they’re training young
players, many of whom are lacing up their
cleats for the ﬁrst time. You might ﬁnd
yourself leading a fun activity one minute
and reining in a distracted player the next.
You must be ﬂexible, because a session
or drill that was meant to last 10 minutes
might need to be switched up after half
that time to keep the players engaged.
Above all, make sure everyone is enjoying
the session—including you.

Being a coach is demanding, but it’s also
incredibly rewarding. There’s nothing quite
like witnessing the thrill a young player
gets when they score their ﬁrst goal, or
make a fantastic pass. And the lessons a
child learns from a good coach can last a
lifetime.
The objective isn’t just to develop better
soccer players—it’s to develop wellrounded people who are disciplined,
persistent and able to work well with
others.
Shaping the lives of young people is a
tremendous responsibility. As a coach,
you must do everything you can to foster
a player’s love for the game, and to help
them achieve their potential.
Good coaches seek out new ways to
develop their knowledge of the game and
how players learn. This toolkit is designed
to get you started.
But it’s not just about what you teach. It’s
about how you teach.
Ultimately, it’s your personality and
enthusiasm that will have the biggest
impact on your players.

COACHING TIPS

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY:

COACHING TIPS
Every soccer player is unique
and it’s important to understand

working with and the outcomes you want
to achieve, and choose your coaching
method accordingly.

and appreciate the differences
between players at various
age levels.
When you’re planning a training session,
consider the group of players you’re

In no particular order, here are ﬁve
coaching techniques that will give you
some options to help meet the needs of
individual players:

1

2

3

4

5

The coach
tells the player
what to do and
demonstrates it
(“I want you to
pass the ball to
your partner.”).

The coach leads
with a question
and requests
an answer from
players (“Which
one of your
teammates could
you pass the ball
to?”).

The coach and
players observe
an activity and
discuss the
outcome (“Let’s
watch and see
what happens.”).

The coach asks
a question and
issues a challenge
(“Can you show
me how you would
get the ball past
the defender?”).
The player then
demonstrates
how he/she
would do it.

The players and/
or coach decide
on a challenge,
and the players
are encouraged
to ﬁnd their own
solutions with
minimal support
from the coach.

Command:

Question &
Answer:

Observation
& Feedback:

Guided
Discovery:

Trial &
Error:

Remember, a method that works well

how wonderful a coach you are, it’s very

with one player may not be effective with

difﬁcult to force a player to be interested

another. So it’s important to be ﬂexible,

in your training session when he or she

to set realistic goals, and to give positive

really doesn’t want to be there. Make the

feedback as often as possible. It’s also

experience lots of fun and all your players

important to remember that, no matter

will want to come back the next time.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT
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PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY:

OUR PREFERRED
TRAINING MODEL
Canada Soccer recommends a “station”
approach to training. Players move from
one skill-building activity to the next at
regular intervals. The time spent on each
activity varies based on the age of the
player (see “Training Template”).
This method is not only more fun for
young players—who tend to have short
attention spans—but also allows training
sessions to be tailored to a team’s
individual needs, depending on the
number of players, the number of parents

and coaches present, and the available
facilities.
Each training session is built around four
activity stations, one focusing on General
Movement skills, one on Coordination,
one on Soccer Technique and another
on Small-Sided Games. Addressing all
four of these training “pillars” at each
practice session will help develop wellrounded young players with a foundation
in physical literacy, solid soccer skills and,
ideally, an enduring love of the game.

Training Template
For players at the Active Start stage, training sessions
should be 45-60 minutes long and comprised of:

25%

25%

25%

25%

General Movement

Coordination

Soccer Technique

Small-Sided Games

This toolkit will give you ideas
for speciﬁc activities under

One coach or parent working with a single group
of players on a half ﬁeld can simply switch up the
“pillar” activities throughout the session.

each of the four training
pillars. How you set up your
training sessions is entirely up
to you. For example:

6

If you have a full ﬁeld, two or more coaches/
parent volunteers and 12 or more players, you
may choose to divide the players into two or more
groups and have them rotate through stations
being run simultaneously.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT — STAGE 1: ACTIVE START

SOCCER TECHNIQUE

STAGE 1—ACTIVE START U-4/U-6

SOCCER
TECHNIQUE
A player’s soccer technique—which revolves
around core skills such as passing, receiving
and controlling the ball—will improve
through:
Ř
Ř
Ř

*HWWLQJORWVRIWRXFKHVRQWKHEDOO
)XQFRPSHWLWLRQVWKDWPRWLYDWHSOD\HUV
WRXVHGLIIHUHQWWHFKQLTXHV
3OHQW\RISRVLWLYHIHHGEDFN

At the Active Start stage (U-4/U-6), technique drills should
make up about 25% of practice time (i.e., 15 minutes of a
1-hour training session). The following activities focus on
dribbling, control, passing, and shooting.

TIP

These activities are intended to teach the basics of soccer, but don’t get too
hung up on replicating exactly what you see in this Tool Kit. With the youngest
players, less structure is often better. Sometimes it’s enough to let the kids just
have fun with the ball. So go with the ﬂow and use your enthusiasm and energy
to keep them engaged.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT
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GENERAL MOVMENT

STAGE 1—ACTIVE START U-4/U-6

GENERAL
MOVEMENT
General movement activities include:
Ř $JLOLW\ŎUXQQLQJFKDQJLQJGLUHFWLRQ
VSHHGLQJXSVORZLQJGRZQDQGVWRSSLQJ
Ř %DODQFHŎKRSSLQJMXPSLQJDQGODQGLQJ
Ř &RRUGLQDWLRQŎFRPELQLQJGLIIHUHQW
PRYHPHQWVPRYLQJZLWKWKHEDOOIDOOLQJ
DQGJHWWLQJXSVDIHO\
General movement activities should make up about 25%
of practice time at the U-4/U-6 level (i.e., 15 minutes of a
1-hour training session). At this age, the emphasis is on
being able to run with the ball under control, or “making
friends with the ball.”

TIP

It’s important to keep young players active and engaged. In this Tool Kit, you’ll
ﬁnd options for each activity that will allow you to switch it up. Every few
minutes, challenge your players with something different that goes beyond
the basic drill: keep the rules simple, but use time restrictions or have them
compete with each other to get them excited and keep them interested.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT
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COORDINATION

STAGE 1—ACTIVE START U-4/U-6

N
O
I
T
E
A
G
N
I
A
P
D
R
E
L
O
T
TIO
C
A player’s coordination will improve by:
Ř *HWWLQJORWVRIWRXFKHVRQWKHEDOO
Ř 8VLQJGLIIHUHQWSDUWVRIWKHIRRW
Ř 8VLQJWKHLQVLGHRIWKHIRRWZKHQSDVVLQJ
DQGUHFHLYLQJWKHEDOO
At the U-4/U-6 level, coordination drills should make
up about 25% of practice time (i.e., 15 minutes of a
1-hour training session). The following activities focus
on dribbling, controlling the ball and passing to improve
coordination.

TIP

At this stage of development, physical literacy (running, jumping, skipping,
etc.) is key. Don’t worry if players aren’t mastering technique with the ball just
yet – work on their coordination using both sides of the body and help them get
comfortable moving forwards and backwards. Above all, let the kids have fun!

34
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

STAGE 1—ACTIVE START U-4/U-6

S
E
M
A
G
D
E
E
D
G
I
S
A
ELP
LL
ITA
TM
S
Ř
Ř
Ř
Ř

$UH)81
:LOOPRWLYDWH\RXUSOD\HUVPRUHWKDQDQ\
RWKHUDFWLYLW\
6KRXOGLQYROYHVPDOOJURXSVSOD\LQJLQ
VPDOODUHDV
3URYLGHSOD\HUVZLWKWKHEHVWFKDQFHWR
SUDFWLFHLQGLYLGXDOVNLOOV

At the U-4/U-6 level, small-sided games should make up
about 25% of practice time (i.e., 15 minutes of a 1 hour
training session). The following games are designed to work
on dribbling, passing and shooting skills.

TIP

Many of the activities in this Tool Kit revolve around individual or group
competitions. If pinnies aren’t available to distinguish competing players from
one another, old t-shirts in colours that differ from the team’s uniform work too!

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CANADA
SOCCER PATHWAY AND LONG-TERM PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT, PLEASE VISIT
CANADASOCCER.COM/PATHWAY

